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What is important to me?
Being effective in my
approach to anything I
undertake is important to
me. Building solid
business relationships
that are founded in
knowledge and
understanding.
That I believe EVERYONE
has something to
contribute and that I am
vehicle and team player
at Montage that works to
make things happen.

WHAT PEOPLE APPRECIATE ABOUT ME: I am, upfront, honest, creative,
ambitious, and open to new experiences. I Love to laugh. I don’t have room
for egos. I truly appreciate life’s simple pleasures and believe life is all about
the journey, not the destination....

The Best Ways to
Support Me at Work:
Communicate with me via email ! Send
me photos, your interests, fears, things
that will give me some insight into your
goals and challenges.
If any submission does not make
DREAMWEAVER don’t be disappointed.
Rome was not built in a day and I may
need to follow your journey more
closely.
Know that my purpose is not to exploit
but to heighten awareness by providing
real life situations that will intrigue
interest, attract the unassuming, and
encourage the curious reader to want to
know more, or better still, get involved.

That I want to be the
change I hope to see in
the world.

That I always bring the
best forward so that
viewers, readers,
listeners, thinkers,
More About Me!
believers and
disbelievers understand
Apart from being in Public
the impact that
Relations and a people
one person can make
person! I am a singer,
when they come together
entertainer, performer—
music grounds me and makes with liked minds for the
benefit of others.
me happy.
I’m a grandmother and I am
so very proud of that
title!
I have never been BORED!
I never say Never!

Dislikes ….
Selfishness, Greed,
Insensitivity , Dishonesty,
and, Negativity…..
Not Having Enough ME Time.

